BDM3™
Mixed Service Drive Design
A drive tire engineered to deliver traction across multiple surfaces

Long Wear • High Traction • On/Off Road

THE FEATURES RUN DEEP

BDM3 is the next generation refuse drive tire designed to extend tread life and maintain traction over its predecessor BDM2. The new proprietary compound allows BDM3 to maintain the traction and cut / chip resistance of BDM2 while removing the need for a directional tread design which reduces mounting complexity. The BDM3 also utilizes a new stone rejection technology that will assist in extending casing life.
Build your fleet for better with Bandag. When you partner with Bandag, you’ll get more miles out of less rubber. It’s better for business, better for the environment and better for local economies.

For more information about Bandag retreads, please visit bandag.com.
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BDM3™ Design Benefits

- **Non-Directional Design**: Provides traction across multiple surface types
- **Stone Rejection Technology**: Designed to reduce stone retention and increase the life of the casing
- **Proprietary Tread**: Delivers 10% improvement in wear life versus BDM2

The BDM3 will improve wear performance by 10% over BDM2.